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Category: architecture-and-engineering

Join the dynamic team at Zenith Innovations, a leading software company based in

Islamabad, Pakistan. We are seeking a talented Quality Assurance Engineer with at least 1

year of experience to ensure the delivery of top-notch software solutions. If you are

passionate about quality, innovation, and excellence, this is an exciting opportunity to

contribute to cutting-edge projects and shape the future of

technology.ResponsibilitiesConduct thorough testing of software applications to identify and

resolve defects before product launches.Collaborate with cross-functional teams to understand

project requirements and provide valuable input during the development process.Design and

execute test plans, test cases, and test scripts to ensure the functionality, reliability, and

performance of software applications.Perform regression testing to ensure that previously

identified and resolved defects do not reoccur in new releases.Collaborate with developers to

communicate defects, track issues, and verify bug fixes.Document and maintain test cases,

testing procedures, and test results to facilitate knowledge transfer and future

reference.Work closely with the development team to integrate automated testing into the

continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipeline.Stay updated on industry

best practices, emerging trends, and new testing tools to continuously improve the QA

process.Provide feedback on usability and user experience aspects to contribute to the

overall enhancement of software applications.Actively participate in team meetings and

contribute insights to improve the overall quality and efficiency of the development

process.RequirementsBachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering, or a

related field.Minimum of 1 year of professional experience in quality assurance or software
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testing.Strong understanding of software development life cycle (SDLC) and software testing

methodologies.Proficient in creating detailed, comprehensive, and well-structured test plans

and test cases.Experience with both manual and automated testing tools and

frameworks.Solid knowledge of SQL and databases for effective data validation.Strong

analytical and problem-solving skills to identify and troubleshoot issues efficiently.Excellent

communication and collaboration skills to work effectively within a team.Familiarity with Agile

development methodologies is a plus.Proactive attitude, strong attention to detail, and a

commitment to delivering high-quality software products.Zenith Innovations facilitates you with its

deeper knowledge and strategic plans. We bring your ideas to life and create the exact

that’s in your mind. We believe in mission and understand how to achieve it.Plaza 135, 4th

Floor Block-C ,Civic Center Bahria Town Phase-4 IslamabadCopyright by Zenith Innovations

.All Right Reserved.
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